
The 30th Sunday in Ord. Time  -- October 24-25, 2020   

Once again this Sunday we find Jesus in the Temple area in 

Jerusalem teaching the crowds that have gathered around 

him and ministering to their needs.  Also again on this 

Sunday we find the religious leaders present, but as before, 

they are not there to help Jesus care for the needs of the 

crowd but are there to attack and test him. 

The question that the religious leaders ask Jesus is not a trick 

question but is designed to see if Jesus has the knowledge 

necessary to be teaching others about God and his will for 

their lives. This questioning is ironic in that the religious 

leaders have been challenged all along by Jesus for their 

failure to understand the real meaning of the law which is not 

about external appearances but about true love of God and 

sincere care for others.  This is the issue in today’s first 

reading where God strongly reminds the Israelites to not just 

follow the law in regard to treatment of foreigners and the 

poor and in the process of making loans to the needy, but to 

be truly compassionate to them as God has been to them. 

Even though you have a legal right to keep his cloak as 

collateral for loan, what covering will the poor man have at 

night if  you do not return his cloak at the end of the day? 

In Jesus’ time, the notion of heavy and light laws prevailed.  

The love of God was considered in the category of a serious 

law, while the love of neighbor and others was considered 

less important when there was a conflict about observing 

both.  As a result, in many cases, the religious leaders put 

more emphasis on keeping religious rituals in the Temple 

than on care for the needs of the people.  We ourselves know 

how much easier it is to proclaim how we love God and 

come to Mass and say our prayers than it is to serve the 

sometimes challenging and difficult needs of those around us 

or those suffering in the world. 

The question of which was the greatest of the many laws of 

the Jewish faith was a common question debated among the 

religious leaders.  What was revolutionary about Jesus’ 

response was not that he said anything new as both the love 

of God above all and the love of neighbor were part of the 

laws that all knew, but that he put them on equal standing.  

He tells the religious leaders and us that we cannot separate 

the love of God from the love of our neighbor.  Not only 

does God always hear the cries of the poor and show 



compassion to them, Jesus teaches us that he, God, is himself 

in the poor and needy that we serve.  Whatsoever we do the 

least of these  -- you do unto me.  We show our love for God 

in the way that we love and care for our neighbor as God 

cares for them. 

Devotion to God without acts of mercy is abstract and 

empty.  Devotions and religious practices are never complete 

without loving actions towards our brothers and sisters in 

Christ which is everyone.  The message in today’s first 

reading is that we must put the commandments of God into 

concrete actions.  Our piety or reverence for God and social 

justice are linked.  We think that the opposite of justice is 

mercy, but in the Bible, the opposite of justice is injustice. 

Justice and compassion are not opposites or different things.  

Justice is the social and political form of caring for those in 

need.  Charity helps someone for the moment, justice seeks 

to ensure that they might not be needy in the future. 

What Jesus is presenting us with in today’s Gospel is a 

deeper interpretation of the Law.  As he said, “I have come 

not to abolish the law but to fulfill the law.” 

No wonder that the next verse of the gospel, which was not 

in our reading,  says they all were amazed and went away, 

and that no one dared to ask him any more questions. 

We all are a bit afraid to ask Jesus or God what is really is 

expected of us.  We tend to resist laws as restrictions on our 

freedoms and desires, yet at the same time we would not 

want to be without laws.   So we look at the laws and then 

look for ways to interpret them that will fit our preferences 

or feelings.  That’s what is all involved in all the controversy 

these days about the recent nomination of Amy Coney 

Barrett for the open position on the Supreme Court.  Many 

would like to see the laws and rights of our Constitution 

change and evolve to fit the current standards of morality 

today so that we might feel okay about going with the flow 

of the world or of those who have no morals. Just because 

some immoral action is may now be declared legal does not 

make it moral and pleasing in the eyes of God.   The basis 

for our Constitution and Bill of Rights is natural law or the 

basic law that God has placed in our hearts and such laws are 

not changing though they to be applied to new situations as 

they come up in history. 



We the Church are called to bring healing to the world’s 

chaos and disorder and lawlessness by showing the world the 

ways of the Lord.  That is what all of us have been and are 

being empowered by the sacraments to do.  We may not be 

perfect, but God still wants to work through each of us if will 

open ourselves to believe that he can and will work through 

us. 

One of the reasons that we may say that God will not be able 

to use us is that we don’t know enough or we are not smart 

enough – we don’t know all the ins and outs of the 10 

commandments or corporal and spiritual works of mercy or 

the beatitudes, much less the 613 specific laws of the OT.  

Well, Jesus understands that feeling and concern.  So in 

today’s Gospel he makes it real simple for us.  The whole 

law and the prophets, he says, depend on or hang on just two 

commandments:  “ You shall love the Lord your God with 

all your heart, with all your soul and with all your mind.  

And, you shall love your neighbor as yourself.” 

Really – in this -- Jesus is giving us a mission statement for  

how we are to live our lives as Christians.  A few years ago 

we did some work on mission statements for our parishes 

and were able to put one together for Sacred Heart parish and 

we had it posted up in our entrance to the church.   

However, as with all mission statements, if we simply post it 

on the wall but don’t act on it, it won’t make any difference 

in our lives or the life of our community and world.   

What would it look like if we really lived out loving God 

with our whole mind, heart and soul?  It requires more than 

an occasional thought.  We are called to make God top 

priority and to put time and effort into this relationship 

taking time to read his Word, meet him in the sacraments 

and speak with him in prayer. 

As for loving our neighbor, we are called to love our 

neighbor as another self.  This means recognizing that when 

our neighbor is suffering, we are suffering, and if we hurt our 

neighbor we are  hurting our very selves.   

Like voting, it is easy to say we love God, but how are going 

to actually follow up on that vote or our words spoken in 

prayer?  It is not easy to share the concerns and sufferings of 

others.  However, truly knowing and experiencing in some 



way how much God has loved us – as today’s reading 

reminds us – we will be moved and filled with desire to 

serve others and at the same time to love God present in 

them.   

Paul in today’s second reading commends the Thessalonian 

community for responding to the love God showed them in 

bringing the Gospel to them and in turn loving and 

supporting him and each other – so much so that they have 

become a model for other believers.  Let us pray that we as a 

community too might become a model for other believers.   

I close with this beautiful story: 

The Jewish Rabbi Levi Yitzhak of the Ukraine was fond of 

saying that he had learned the true meaning of love from a 

drunken peasant.  While visiting the owner of a tavern in the 

Polish countryside, the rabbi overheard the conversation of 

two men seated at a nearby table.  Both had had a fair 

amount to drink and both were feeling quite mellow.  With 

their arms around one another, they were professing how 

much each loved the other.  Suddenly, the older of the two, 

Ivan, looked at his friend and asked, “Peter, tell me, what 

hurts me?”  Bleary-eyed but slightly sobered by such a 

question, Peter looked at Ivan and answered with a question 

of his own: “How do I know what hurts you?”  Ivan’s 

response came quickly.  “If you don’t know what hurts me, 

how can you say you love me?”  

 In today’s Gospel Jesus teaches us that the most important 

commandment is to love God living in others. 

 

 

 

 

    


